
AS WE FAIL 

 

There's a saying that states that you have two hands: one for helping yourself and the other for helping 

others.  

  

This mantra has stayed with this 22-year-old woman, Estelí Mariana Garcia, all her life. Estelí or Ellie, a 

graduate in psychology and biology, applied for a fellowship program in Princeton Asia to find a job of 

her best fit—teaching—which turned out to be in Liger Leadership Academy, Cambodia. 

  

When asked why Cambodia, she replied, "I didn't pick Cambodia, I picked Liger; I knew right away that's 

what I'm going to do."  

 

Ellie grew up in Seattle, Washington, United States, after her parents moved from Bolivia. Her dad works 

for Hispanic communities to help them navigate their resources in the US. Meanwhile, her mom works as 

a social worker with unaccompanied minors or refugees to get funding for their colleges or to find 

pathways for their lives.  

 

Everything that her parents did influenced who Ellie is today; "Watching them as I grow up became really 

important that I also have a job that I can be a part of someone's life", she said. 

  

But, how do we ride on a seesaw balancing the wants of helping others and the necessity of keeping our 

life together?  

 



Being enrolled in a university is where competition comes in; Ellie had to compete with hundreds of 

students to be in a neurobiology major, but unfortunately, she didn't succeed. It was that point when her 

life got all cobbled up and that she hit rock bottom. 

  

When you fail, that's when you realize the bigger picture. Cindy Liu, 22, a graduate from Princeton 

University, applied to the Liger Leadership Academy through a Princeton Asia fellowship, also 

experienced the similar dilemma. 

  

"Everyone has been successful up until college, you know that you can't always be on top", Cindy said. 

"[You realized] that there are always people who are better than you", she continued. 

  

Regardless, there is always a silver lining behind every cloud. This motto is what motivates a 22-year-old 

man, Jakub Kukiella, another applicant to Liger Leadership Academy, to stay in university after having 

his back broken and being paralyzed for a few weeks. He thought that he had failed and that he would 

never walk again. 

  

He used to be a carefree person and did not take school so seriously. He then became aware that it’s not 

how life works. After experiencing this affliction, he came to realize that he can't comport the same way 

anymore; he opted for change. 

  

Jakub has a better appreciation in life after this event; he has gained better insights into his life and that 

there is more incredible stuff waiting for him out there! As for Ellie, she ended up doing a double major in 

her university life! For her, it is about being resilient; she knows that she has to push through and do the 

next best thing. To do that, she started to value what she has more and focused on being grateful for the 



little things in life. Cindy has become more self-aware and that it is important for her to quash the idea of 

comparison with others.  

  

Collectively, the focus of their lives shifted from the act of humanity to the subsistence of each life. All of 

them have gone through arduous circumstances, however, they still show us that we all are apt to twist 

and turn our lives around because it's never too late. 

  

"Every time something bad happens, it's when [we are] turning more into ourselves," Ellie concluded. 

 

These three are just a few examples of how intelligent our facilitators are academically and how 

successful they are in life. There are so many other inspiring and amazing stories carved in every Liger 

facilitator and the examples above are just from our newest ones.  

 

By Rika Chan 

 

 
 
 
  

http://rika.ligeracademyblog.org/


េ��េពលែដលេយើងប��ជ័យ 
 

 

��ន��ក�េ���កមួយេ��ល�� េយើង��នៃដពីរ មួយស���ប់ជួយខ��នឯង និង មួយេទៀតស���ប់ជួយអ�កដ៏ៃទ។ 

 

គំនិតមួយេនះែតងែតេ����ប់��មួយក������ក់េ���ះ េអលលី  េ���ះជីវ�តរបស់��ង ��នតៃម�េ��យ��រ 

��រជួយយក��រ��រអ�កដ៏ៃទ។  

 

េអលលីគឺ��សិស����ក់ែដល��នប��ប់��រសិក�ែផ�កជីវវ�ទ� និងចិត����ស� ។ ប���ប់ពីប��ប់��រសិក�មក 

ក�����ន��ក់��ក�េដើម�ីែស�ងរក��រ��រ���គូបេ�ងៀនេ��������ព��អ�កដឹក��ំៃឡហ�ឺ ែដលស�ិតេ���បេទស 

កម����េយើងេនះ។ 

 

េ��េពលែដលសំណ�រមួយ��នេលើកេឡើង�� “េហតុអ�ី��ន��ក���េ�ជើសេរើស�បេទសកម����?” ក�����នតប��   

"ខ��ំមិន��នេ�ជើសយក�បេទសកម����េ��ះេទ ខ��ំេ�ជើសយក����េនះ���ល់ែតម�ង េ���ះ����េនះេ���តេ��េលើ 

អ�ីែដលខ��ំចង់េធ�ើ។" 

 

ក���េអលលីធំ��ត់េឡើង េ��រដ���ាសីុនេ��ន សហរដ���េមរ�ក ប���ប់ពី�គួ��ររបស់��ង��នេរើេចញពី�បេទស 

បូលី��។ ឪពុករបស់��ង េធ�ើ��រឲ�សកលវ�ទ�ល័យេផ�ងៗ  �ពម��ំងជួយជន��តិេអស�៉ាញក��ង��រជួយែស�ងរក 

េ��លេ����ៃថ�អ��គតរបស់ពួកេគ។ ចំែណកឯ���យរបស់��ងវ�ញ គឺ�� អ�កបំេរើ ��រ��រ  សង�ម��មួយកុ��រ 

និងជនេភៀសខ��ន េដើម�ីជួយពួកេគ ក��ង��រែស�ងរកមូលនិធិស���ប់សកលវ�ទ�ល័យ ឬ ែស�ងរកេ��លេ��ក��ង 

ជីវ�ត។  

 

��រ��ររបស់ឪពុក���យេអលលី��នជះឥទ�ពល�៉�ងធំេធងមកេលើ��ង។ ��ង��ននិ��យ��  "េមើលអ�ីៗ 

ែដលពួកេគ��នេធ�ើេ��េពលខ��ំធំេឡើង េធ�ើឲ�ខ��ំគិត����ពិត��សំ��ន់��ស់ស���ប់ខ��ំ ក��ង��រ��ន��រ��រ 

មួយែដលខ��ំ��ចជួយអ�កដ៏ៃទដូចពួក��ត់"។  



 

ែតេហតុអ�ីេទើបេយើងចង់ជួយអ�កដ៏ៃទ �បសិនេបើេយើង��នជីវ�តរបស់េយើង ែដល�តូវ��រ��រេមើលែថ? 

 

��រសិក�េ��សកលវ�ទ�ល័យ គឺ��េពលេវ��ែដលត�មូវឲ���ន��រ�បកួត�បែជង។ េអលលី�តូវ�បកួត��មួយ 

សិស�នុសិស���ប់រយ��ក់េទៀត េដើម�ីសិក�ក��ង���ក់�បព័ទ��ប��ទវ�ទ� បុ៉ែន� គួរឲ�េ��ក���យែដល 

��ងមិន�តូវ��នេ�ជើសេរើស។  

  

េ��េពលែដលេយើងប��ជ័យ គឺ��េពលែដលេយើងយល់ដឹងពីអ�ីៗ ��ំងមូល។ ក��� សុីនឌី ��នវ័យ ២២  ���ំ  

គឺ��សិស�ែដលប��ប់��រសិក�េ��សកលវ�ទ�ល័យ Princeton េហើយក៏��មនុស����ក់ែដល��ន��ក់��ក�មក 

������ព��អ�កដឹក��ំៃឡហ�ឺ  និងជួប�បទះេរឿង�សេដៀង���េនះែដរ។  

  

��ង��ននិ��យ �� “ សិស���ំងអស់ទទួល��ន��ពេ��គជ័យរហូតដល់េពលែដល��ត់��ប់េផ�ើម 

សកលវ�ទ�ល័យ េហើយ េយើងដឹង��េយើងមិន��ចឈរេ��េលខមួយរហូតេ��ះេទ។ ” ��ង��នបន���  “យូរៗេ��  

េយើងនឹងយល់�� ��នមនុស���េ�ចើនអ�កេទៀតែដល��នសមត���ពល���ងេយើង។” 

  

“េ��ះ���៉�ង��ក៏េ��យ េ��េលើេ��កេនះ��នអ�ីៗល�ៗ េ�ចើន��ស់។”  ��ក�េ���កមួយេនះគឺ��អ�ីែដល 

េលើកទឹកចិត�បុរស���ក់េ���ះ េចឃឹប ��យុ ២២ ���ំ ឲ�បន���រសិក�េ��មុខេទៀតប���ប់ពី��ន��ក់ខ�ង និង 

ពិ��រ អស់រយៈេពល��េ�ចើនស���ហ៍។ ��ត់គិត�� ��ត់��នប��ជ័យេហើយ និងមិន��ចេដើរ��នតេ��េទៀត 

េ��ះេទ។   

  

��ត់គឺ��មនុស�ែដលមិនសូវយកចិត�ទុក��ក់ក��ង���� េហើយអ�ីែដល��ត់គិតេឃើញដល់ 

គឺ��នែត��រជួបជំុមិត�ភក�ិេដើម�ីជប់េលៀង។ បុ៉ែន� ប���ប់ពីជួបេរឿង��ាវ��ំងអស់េនះ ��ត់��ប់េផ�ើមគិត�� 

��ត់មិន��ចេធ�ើែបបេនះតេ��េទៀតេទ ��ត់�តូវ��រ��ព���ស់ប��រ។  

  



ប���ប់ពី��នហ�ឹក��ត់��យសម���េឡើងវ�ញ េចឃឹប��ន��រយល់ដឹងេ����ជះេ��េលើជីវ�តរបស់��ត់ 

��ន់ែត�បេសើរ��ងមុន េហើយឲ�តៃម�អ�ីៗ េ��ជំុវ�ញ��ត់។  ចំេ��ះេអលលីវ�ញ ��ង��នប��ប់��រសិក� 

ែផ�ក ជីវវ�ទ� និងចិត����ស��សប��មេ��លបំណងរបស់��ង េហើយ��នបន��� ��រអត់ធ�ត់គឺសំ��ន់��ស់។ 

��ងដឹង����ង�តូវតសូ៊ក��ងជីវ�ត និងជំុរុញខ��នឯងឲ�េធ�ើអ�ីេផ�ងេទៀត េ���ះេ��ៃថ���មួយ��ងនឹង��ប់េផ�ើម 

ឲ�តៃម�អ�ីៗែដល��ង��ន។ ចំែណកឯសុីនឌីវ�ញ ��ង���យ��មនុស����ក់ែដលយល់ដឹងពីខ��នឯង��ងមុន 

េហើយ��ពិតសំ��ន់��ស់ ែដល��ងគួរែត េ��ះេ��លគំនិតៃន��រេ�បៀបេធៀបខ��នឯង ��មួយអ�កដ៏ៃទ។  

 

បទពិេ��ធន៌��ងេលើេនះ��នឆ��ះប���ំង��រ  ���ស់ប��រពី��រចង់ជួយអ�កដ៏ៃទេ����រែថរក�ជីវ�តរបស់បុគ�ល���ក់។ 

ពួក��ត់��ំងអស់ ��នឆ�ង��ត់���ន��ពលំ��ក��េ�ចើនបុ៉ែន�បទពិេ��ធន៍របស់ពួក��ត់ 

��នេធ�ើឲ�េយើងេឃើញ�� េយើងែតងែត��ចបត់ែបនជីវ�តរបស់េយើង��និច� 

ពីេ���ះ��សឹងែត���ន��ក���ហួសេពលេពកេ��ះេទ។  

  

��ចុងប��ប់េអលលី��ននិ��យ��  “�គប់េពលែដលអ�ីៗ ែដលមិនល�េកើតេឡើង េ��ះគឺ��េពលែដលពួកេយើង 

��ប់េផ�ើមបែង�រ��រម�ណ៍ មកេលើខ��នឯង។” 

 

េ��យ  ច�ន� រ��� 
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